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My Words of Wisdom 

Life begins solely to end. What good, what end could we hope to reach in the pursuit of 

idealistic virtues? This karmic cycle that gyrates in vivo each and every one of us perhaps only 

services to dissuade ourselves from achieving our internalized dreams, desires, and lusts. Why 

then should I feed the homeless man who wallows out in misery or etch the promises and 

allegiances I've formed deep into my own heart? I cannot help but disparage the virtuosos of 

virtuous poetry that hum melodies of delusion, desperately seeking to preserve a humanistic 

sanctity that was quite honestly never present to begin with. It has been made abundantly clear to 

me that virtue is but a long departed art form, a commendable attempt to introduce righteousness 

to a world that envelops graciousness with greed and thrives on an affection for chaos. These 

solemn words characterize a man who lives without virtue, without wisdom, it a truly dangerous 

persona that I have always strived to avoid. Though in the ceaseless bustle of our daily lives, it is 

easy to forget why it is we care, why these somber words appear so peculiar and unsettling to us. 

Wisdom is the key to understanding both this and why it is that we as humans, the fleeting 

vessels of immortal ideals and philosophies, must work to ensure that life finds meaning beyond 

death, and that our innermost personal desires can be intricately woven with our outermost 

altruistic endeavors. 

It may seem easy to believe, almost convenient, that wisdom is the pivotal cornerstone to 

human happiness and compassion, but what terms could we even use to define it? The old 

teachings of Confucius had designated wisdom as the absence of perplexity and uncertainty, a 

form of enlightenment through habitual learning and reflection. While I do believe this 



interpretation conveys an undeniable truth about the innate capabilities one who embraces 

wisdom has, my experiences throughout life have led me to developing a different viewpoint. As 

a child wisdom to me seemed synonymous with intellect, as after all, every great figure 

described to me as wise also happened to be very intelligent. Heeding this inference, I thought of 

myself as fairly wise, as I never lacked an assortment of people raving over my rapidly 

developed intelligence. But as the years progressed I realized that my intellect was perhaps just 

as people described it, premature. As I began to encounter dilemmas of a significantly more 

moral variety, I quickly realized that pure empirical and conventional knowledge would simply 

not suffice and as I for the first time stood face to face with the cold visage of failure, the true 

breadth of wisdom's many meanings started to become clear. I learned of the abstract reality that 

is masked by the opaque world I was surrounded by, and wisdom was what was accredited in the 

pursuit of a new kind of "abstract" knowledge. It was extremely satisfying after-the-fact, I 

considered myself a pioneer in a fresh budding field of psychological science, the science of 

failure; more specifically the science of learning from failure. Wisdom evolved from a second 

nature to a miracle of nature, a decisive force in separating those who simply inhabited the world 

and those who made it their own. Wisdom became my very own virtue of creation, one that 

turned grime into gold and indignity into introspection. 

From that time forward I have always placed prominence in becoming someone who can 

not only retain wisdom, but project it into my everyday encounters and endeavors. Though even 

today I believe myself to have only scratched the surface of what is an immeasurable plethora of 

philosophic thoughts and contemplations. Even with my comparatively minor understanding of 

wisdom, it has provided me with the means to always carry on forward in the face of adversity, 



and the understanding that each individual failure only serves as a doorway to future opportunity. 

What enables wisdom to be so empowering and intelligible is its distance from the human mind, 

existing coplanar to our consciousness but distinctly removed from our animalistic emotions and 

thought processes. I garnered this understanding from the teachings of Socrates, who saw 

wisdom as an accompaniment to virtue, a positive force that counterbalanced the imprudence 

that plagued the human soul. So then, I believe it can be said that wisdom offers an important 

and unique helping hand, one that grants not only the power of hindsight, but the freedom of 

heightened deliberation. The freedom to do what is best, the strength of judicious thought, these 

characteristics of wisdom have served as an essential guide to not only how I perceive the ever 

changing world around me, but how I have shaped and amended my very own mind. 

That is all hardly to say seeking out and applying wisdom is easy, in fact, gaining wisdom 

is perhaps the most arduous and delicate process I have ever attempted. Learning from one's own 

mistakes may seem natural, almost compulsive, but in reality it is a very conscious decision and 

one that requires the utmost devotion. There also exists no shortage of obstructions on the path 

towards wisdom, which in my lifetime have manifested as rampant emotions and unanticipated 

circumstances. Even acknowledging when I have made a mistake is a challenge in of itself, for 

my upbringing as some sort of intellectual prodigy often produces a sweetly scented veil of pride 

and arrogance that clouds my ability, or rather my desire for rumination. In coalition with this is 

are the many instances of emotional distress in my life that have molded both my capacity to 

seek wisdom and the very person I am both internally and externally. While these impediments 

do offer a myriad of challenges along my path, there have always existed a few crucial ideals 

within me that bolster my determination and desire to attain wisdom. As I stated previously, I 



:; 

believe wisdom exists outside ofthe human consciousness, and as an extension ofthis belief, a 

large portion of my motivation lies in being able to pass on my wisdom to others, so that it may 

exist and flourish far beyond my own mind. Knowing that I am working towards this grander 

purpose, that perhaps the wisdom I worked so hard to attain could enlighten one who has shared 

in my mistakes, or even prevent another from making them, is a truly an invigorating and 

satisfying endeavor. I believe that so long as I do not forget this, I will never abandon my pursuit 

of virtue, and I work daily to ensure that this remains true. 

Wisdom remains a virtue that works to subdue the chaos of our world, to give our acts of 

generosity and sympathy a deeper and more indelible purpose. It is the men and women who 

devote themselves to the sacrosanct path of wisdom that can not only define, but ameliorate our 

fragile human sense of morality. So that is why I always strive to aid those in their times of need, 

and safeguard the bonds and the oaths that I have established throughout my life. My pursuit of 

wisdom has made clear what it is I truly desire, and always breathed new life into a mind 

battered and beaten by a ruthless reality. My ideals that have been born from virtue have 

sincerely paved a way forward that could not have been developed any other way. It is without a 

doubt, that life truly begins when wisdom is born. 
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